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	NAME: Nixabin
	DESCRIPTION: The Nixabin are a beautiful race to behold. Essentially human in appearance & almost indistinguishable from them; They have the same dark eyes of a Betazoid. Most have light, dully pigmented skin with a complexion close to that of a Caucasian. Their hair is black. Males usually wear some form of facial hair, but their facial hair is not thick, or scraggly. They are lean, agile, & very physically attractive. But, they usually hide these features underneath long robes & deep hoods. To say that they are shy would be an understatement.Names: Nixabin identify themselves with single names – no surname or familial affiliation. These names are excellent examples of the phonetic style of their  language.Male names: Yazmith, Bismek, Yazmam, Hosmeth, FolachekFemale names: Fazira, Hosmila, Yazmina, Bolzam, Vizliala
	ERA:  TNG era and beyond
	Text Field 13:  Peace is what we seek.
	Text Field 7: Control to Fitness -1, Insight +4, Presence +1, Reason +1
	Text Field 8: Peaceful: All Nixabin have a strong impulse towards peace, & prefer to resolve differences through non-violent means. Mute: While most can speak, they have chosen to communicate telepathically for the extent of their recorded history. This has caused an evolutionary atrophy of their vocal chords. But when they do speak, their voices sound hoarse, breathy, & are virtually inaudible, as with a severe case of laryngitis.
	TALENTS: Nixabin, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Telepathy [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: As / Betazoid talent. [T20] Their level of telepathy goes beyond any level known besides the Caretakers & a very rare few other races. Telekinesis: They have the ability to manipulate or move objects with their minds. Their is no known limit to their ability.  
	TALENT NAME 2: Seductive
	TALENT TEXT 2: Nixabin are very attractive, & once one gets beyond their shy, antisocial natures they can be very charming & seductive. When in a social interaction/conflict with another character, you may re-roll all your d20's. In addition, if you succeed in that task, you gain an Advantage.
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	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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